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HOW TO PEEL
APOE~I

Five poets dine out on verse

!?etty has been described,
in eras past, as "the natural language of all worship,"
"the hop-grounds of the brain," "devil's wine," and
"the bill and coo of sex." Contemporary assessments
tend to be less poetic. Poetry today is something that
the federal government should fund, that our publish-
ing houses must support, that the public schools ought
to permit a larger place on the syllabus, that our ere-
ative-writing programs might give more recognition,
that we honor each year (as we do "Quality," "Math
Awareness," and "Medical Librarians") with a "Na-
tional Poetry Month." Rarely does the public dis-
course on poetry speak directly to the value of poems;
rarer still is the suggestion that poems simply be read
and heard and enjoyed.

Hoping to correct this oversight, and taking a cue
from the Chinese proverb "Recite poetry only with a
poet," Harper's Magazine invited five practitioners of
the art to dine together at the Algonquin Hotel in
New York City. Each was asked to bring to the table a
poem he or she truly loved, and then to tell us why.
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CHARLESSIMIC: All these poems have one very
simple virtue. When you finish reading them,
you want to go back to the beginning and start
reading them again. Most poems are forget-
table. They may strike us as witty and clever,
but once we're done we have no particular
wish to return to them. To make someone
reread something you've written is no small
achievement.

CYNTHIA HUNTINGTON: You approach a poem,
you go through it, you get it, you go away. The
poems we've chosen don't allow that. They dis-
appoint, or deflect your expectations, and
that's why you go back to them.

PAULMULOOOl\:If the poem has no obvious desti-
nation, there's a chance that we'll all be setting
off on an interesting ride.

HEATHERMcHUGH: I think one of poetry's func-
tions is not to give us what we want.

OONALDHALL:In logic no two things can occupy
the same point at the same time, and in poetry
that happens all the time. This is almost what
poetry is for, to be able to embody contrary
feelings in the same motion.

McHUGH: I will misquote Simic here, to the ef-
fect that the poet isn't always of use to the
tribe. The tribe thrives on the consensual.
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The tribe is pulling together to face the in-
truder who threatens it. Meanwhile, the poet
is sitting by himself in the graveyard talking
to a skull.

HALL:I'm surprised that we all picked twentieth-
century poems.

McHUGH: I was tempted to pick an earlier one,
and then I thought, "Everybody else is going to
be doing that."

SIMIC:I expected that Heather and Paul and Don
would pick something with great verbal rich-
ness. So I wanted to get something really plain.
The kind of poem that cats and dogs could un-
derstand.

MULDOON:Or write, perhaps.
HUNTINGTO\!: All our poems have animals, ex-

cept for Ezra Pound.
MULOOON:There's a "shag" in Ezra Pound.
McHUGH:There's at least one in everybody.
MULDOO : I mean the bird.
McHUGH: Where there's God there are animals.

The shop window, by the way, occurs in each
of our choices.

MULOOO'-::Oh, that's interesting. The flaneur.
HALL:"During Wind and Rain" has a shop win-

dow?
McHUGH:Well, your poem is the least susceptible

to th is read ing.
HUNTINGTON: Heather has this urge to bring

things together.
McHUGH:It's a hermit's foible.
HUNTINGTON:No, it's wonderful.
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DURING WIND AND RAIN (1917)

try Thomas Harefy

They sing their dearest songs-

He, she, all of them-yea,

Treble and tenor and bass,

And one to play;

With the candles mooning each face ....

Ah, no; the years O!

How the sick leaves reel down in throngs!

They clear the creeping moss-

Elders and juniors-aye,

Making the pathways neat

And the garden gay;
And they build a shady seat. ...

Ah, no; the years, the years;

See the white storm-birds wing across!

They are blithely breakfasting all-

Men and maidens-yea,

Under the summer tree,

With a glimpse of the bay,

While pet fowl come to the knee ....

Ah, no; the years O!
And the rotten rose is ript from the wall.

They change to a high new house,
He, she, all of them-aye,

Clocks and carpets and chairs

On the lawn all day,

And brightest things that are theirs ....

Ah, no; the years, the years;

Down their carved names the rain-drop ploughs.

HALL:I'm happy to say this is the most beautiful po-
em in the English language. The paraphrase of
the poem is, "People have a lot of fun together,
especially in families, and then they get old and
sick and die." For me the sensuous pleasure of the
poem is in conflict with its melancholy para-
phrase. And in this poem the conflict between
the enormous, beautiful, erotic sounds of the po-
em and the decay, death, sickness of its-for a
lack of a better word-content makes for an ex-
plosion. There are only three metaphors in this
poem. There's "mooning," which is common, as
the candelabrum shines off the faces as the sun
shines off the moon; "reel," which can be a num-
ber of things-dancing, for instance-but in this
context it's the reeling of somebody old and fee-
ble; and then, finally, the last word of the whole

-- - -- -

---~----

poem, "ploughs," which is an extraordinary word,
because the rain-drop is to the granite as the
plough is to the earth. Time suddenly elongates,
and the sound of the word does the elongating.
That last line is equal, metrically, to "And the rot-
ten rose is ript from the wall," but it takes forty-
seven times longer to say because it has all those
long vowels and consonants: the assonance of
"names," "rain" and "down," "ploughs"-all
dipthongs that you can hold on to forever. And
the wonderfu I hiatus between "drop" and
"ploughs." Earlier, with "carved names," to get
from one vowel to another you have to climb
over the boulders of four consonants-r, v, d, n.
I think we read poems with our mouths, not with
our eyes, not with our ears, not with our intelli-
gences. And this is a poem with enormous mouth-
joy. This is like oral sex, this extraordinary plea-
sure of these words in the mouth. He originally
wrote the last line: "On their chiseled name the
lichen grows." I don't think that Thomas Hardy
sat down and said, "Ah, let me see, I'll have the
identical dipthongs first and last, and a different
pair of dipthongs in the middle." He fiddled with
it until it felt right. That's what poets do. And
when it felt right, he went on and wrote another
poem. I think there's a terrible line here. That's
my rule: there has to be something awful. "And the
rotten rose is ript from the wall" is pretty bad. He
had originally written, "And the wind-whipped
creeper lets go the wall." I think I like that better.

MULDOON:What did he have first for the last line?
HALL:"On their chiseled names the lichen grows."
McHUGH:Now, that's a better revision.
ML'LDOON:He was concerned about the rhyme with

"house," I guess.
HALL:And fiddling around to make the rhyme bet-

ter, he made everything else better. Does anybody
hate this poem?

SIMIC: It's a great poem. What I find interesting is
how each stanza is a tableau, an idealized family
scene cut short by an ominous concluding image.

HALL:I think that "While pet fowl come to the
knee" is second in sound to the last line. There's
that long vowel in the middle, that terribly short
one at the beginning, that rather short one af-
terward. And it seems to rn« explosive.

MULDOON:I wonder if what [c,dly makes this poem
fly off the page has to do WIllI [he imagery in the
last stanza-this extraordinary vision of the grave-
yard furniture. And I wonder if that in a way
doesn't really compensate for some of the perhaps
less than wonderful moments along the way. Be-
cause I think the poem is quite risk-taking, as-
suming that he's aware of the usks he's taking.

HALL:Who knows what Thomas Hardy was aware
of? Believe the poem, not [he poet,

MULDOON:The poem know, hut someone has got
to be keeping a little eyt' on 110W the poem is
coming out.
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McHUGH:I love his attempt to luster up the mater-
ial versions of their lives by furnishing them
with the very best in carnal effects: "a high new
house." "All of them, ... Clocks and carpets and
chairs/On the lawn all day,/And brightest
things that are theirs .... " All those ails! All
those utmosts! The ultimate in appointments,
but still, "Ah, no." They can't avoid [he ultimate
appointment.

HALL:I have a different reading of the last stanza.
I think it's parallel to the singing and the
breakfasting. [ think they are simply moving
house.

SIMIC:They're getting richer, but time is passing.
MULDOON:You know, Don, you're absolutely

right. Literally, of course, they are moving to a
new house. [ always read "high" as "on a higher
plane." I've never read it literally, if such a
thing is possible.

HALL:I'm very literal. But I allow that there are
different possible readings. "Reel," for instance.

McHUGH:And the great thing about readings is
they needn't be ranked.

HALL:Each present tense, which we discover by
the end of the fir t stanza, is the memory of
someone who looks back and laments. Scenes of
singing together around the piano, gardening,
men and maidens together, and what has hap-
pened? The years have intervened. "The rotten
rose is ript from the wall." "How the sick leaves
reel down in throngs!" Images of frailty and de-
bility, and then, finally, images of the long dead.

HUNTINGTON:What's so rich here is that all the
positive images are very time-bound too. Music
is measured in time. Clearing the moss, break-
fasting-movement through the day, move-
ment through their lives. Time the killer is also
the time in which songs are sung. Time the
killer is also the time in which the moss grows,
in which you breakfast, in which you move
house.

McHuGH:I love the degree to which the first and
last stanzas' provisions against time employ the
superlative-"their dearest songs," "And bright-
est things." Yet at each turn some equally em-
bodied small thing-the leaves, the birds, the
rose, and then a single raindrop-becomes the
incarnation of all time. That's what does them
in: one raindrop down their names. That's
what's so excruciating. You think that some par-
ticular will save you, but it's the particular that
effaces you.

HALL:The first line rhymes with the last line,
every time. And then in between we have the
interlocking rhymes of B C B C and the refrain
line of "years" and "O's."

MULDOOl\:"The years 0" is such a powerful refrain
that he wants to resist using "yea" each time.
He's got "yea" and then he's got "years 0."
Then he's changed it to "aye," which where [
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come from we would pronounce "eye," though [
gather here it's pronounced "ay." If he had Y-E-
A at the end of the line and Y-E-A-R-S at the
end of the line further down, some subliminal
little danger signal would be sent to the reader.

HALL:If it is pronounced "eye," he is doing what
Emily Dickinson did all the time, which is to
take two dipthongs and rhyme on the second
part. He rhymes the long "e" in each case, as it
goes "eyeee ... dayeee." So that's a rhyme, too.
It's the kind of off-rhyme I don't associate with
Hardy, but the possibility is there.

McHUGH:It also permits the subliminal other of
the words rhymed with "aye"-"ply," "guy,"
"by(buy," and "die." These are unsaid perhaps
but pocketed in the understudy of the poem.

HUNTI\GTON: And the punctuation-every line
is controlled by punctuation, given a precise
timing.

HALL:Punctuation and syntax are the last things
anybody thinks about these days. Maybe they're
the last things I think about, but [ think about
them a long time. I've been talking about the
mouth part of the poem, but the rest of the
body of the poem is the hands moving, the legs
moving, the dance. And the dance is deter-
mined by punctuation and line breaks.

\1ULDOO\l:lance knew a woman who broke off a
relationship because the man used ellipses and
three exclamation marks after every sentence.
Yet the gap the ellipses imply in this poem, the
sense of time having passed, and the shift in
each of those stanzas-if those ellipses weren't
there it wouldn't work.

McHUGH:And if you look at the words that pre-
cede them, three out of four are body parts.
There is this momentum of the living toward it-
self, which Hardy then cuts off, or contains.

HALL:Richard Wilbur once said that the genie gets
his strength from being enclosed in the bottle.
The passion here of letting flow, the impossibili-
ty of acceptance, and the absolute tightness and
closure-these are the qualities that we tend not
to have in contemporary free verse.

MULDOON:[ wonder here if, in preparation for
"Down their carved names the rain-drop
ploughs," Hardy isn't wittingly presenting a
line that is less than stellar: "How the sick
leaves reel down in throngs!" "See the white
storm-birds wing across!" "And the rotten rose
is ript from the wall." Don pointed out that
this last line was worse than the one he origi-
nally had. I'm pretty sure Hardy would've
known that.

HUNTI GTON:You think he's holding back for the
big moment.

SIMIC:The hopelessness of a poetic gesture in the
face of the inevitable.

HALL:It could be simply that he fiddled with it
until it felt better.
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THE TAXIS (1963)

~ Louis MocNeice

In the first taxi he was alone tra-Ia,
No extras on the clock. He tipped ninepence
But the cabby, while he thanked him, looked askance
As though to suggest someone had bummed a ride.

ln the second taxi he was alone tra-la
But the clockshowedsixpenceextra; he tipped according
And the cabby from out his muffler said: "Make sure
You have left nothing behind tra -Ia between you."

In the third taxi he was alone tra-la
But the tip-up seatswere down and there wasan extra
Charge of one-and-sixpence and an odd
Scent that reminded him of a trip to Cannes.

As for the fourth taxi, he was alone
Tra-la when he hailed it but the cabby looked
Through him and said: "I can't tra-Ia well take
So many people, not to speak of the dog."

SIMIC:What are the extra charges? Other people's
baggage?

MULDOON:Or his own. ln each instance some fur-
ther version of the self is coming into play. Don-
ald, in particular, was talking about the poem
beginning with the mouth, and] think in that
sense the poem teaches you how to read it. My
reading of "The Taxis" comes out of "I can't tra-
la well." It's a version of"] can't bloody well," or
"I can't fucking well," or something along those
lines. "I can't tra-la well take/So many people, not
to speak of the dog." I am always tempted to read
this poem from end to beginning, despite the
fact that its shape has got to do with building on
the notion of multiple personalities and the ac-
crual and accretion of personae on a journey or
throughout a life. In a certain sense, he carries the
reader's bags also, to get back to Charlie's point.
The reader becomes invested in some way in the
poem and recognizes something about the situa-
tion while hoping for a revelation.

HALL:When we talked about the Hardy, I talked
mostly about its mouth sounds, the last line es-
pecially. This poem is more the dance than the
mouth, the pulse and thrust of limbs, with the
"tra-la" making a tricky step. It becomes a mov-
able refrain. The dance surprises us in its flour-
ishes, then concludes with a turn-and-hold that
resolves itself. It's sound again, but dance or mus-

cle pleasure more than mouth pleasure. It's all
iambic in a very disguised way-iambic pen-
tameter. I have looked at it, in a general way, as
the accrual of experience but also in particular as
the accrual of the erotic life.

McHUGH:Eventually the cabby knows there's some-
body else.

HALL:He probably sees all these women.
McHUGH:Yes.Freud tells a terrible old Austrian teas-

er in Jokes and the Unconscious: A wife is like an
umbrella. Sooner or later one takes a cab.

MULDOON:MacNeice was one of those writers who
in Ireland were perceived as being English. In
England he was perceived as being Irish. I think
he fell between the cracks.

HALL:] have two other MacNeice lines going
through my head:

It's no go the Yogi-Man, it's no go Blavatsky;
All we want isa bank balanceand a bit ofskirt in a taxi.

MCLDOON:"Bagpipe Music" is a great poem. I think
there were probably numerous bits of skirts in
taxis.

SIMIC:Let's not forget the dog.
HUNTINGTON:] think the primary meaning of this

poem is very much as we've put it, but it's inter-
esting to entertain the idea that he's wrong.
Everyone but him seems to know there are six
people in the taxi. Perhaps he only thinks he's
alone.

HALL:That magnificent conflict between "alone" and
the many is what makes energy in this poem. I al-
so think the dog is enormously funny. "Not to
speak of the dog."

SIMIC:You have the sense it's a large dog, right?
MULDOON:The dog is Cerberus too, and for the first

time it strikes me that a rough anagram of canis,
"dog," occurs in MacNeice's very name. And he
would be conscious of this.

HALL:We bet on him being conscious.
McHUGH:Even of the unspeakable, the music of

opportunity, the "tra-la."
HCNTINGTON:When he's alone "tra-la" sounds kind

of simple, but by the time we get to "I can't tra-
la well take/So many people" it's darkened itself
quite a lot.

McHUGH:By the last stanza the "tra-la" has desert-
ed him and has fled from the first line to the sec-
ond, into the cabby's territory. By his "tra-la" the
cabby means something entirely less dreamy than
does his passenger. The cabby is some sort of su-
pervisory tollkeeper, the protonotary of sins.
There's not only a dog in this poem but a god as
well.

HALL:The "tra-la" is a musical, nonsensical inter-
jection that confirms the poetry of poetry.

McHUGH:I kept thinking of taxis and logos in their
old Greek senses, as in taxis de pasa logos, which
is roughly paraphrased as "form is in the very
nature of things." In poems in general, the tra-
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la always half resists the poetic forms. In this po-
em, the forms it resists are social forms too. But
however much the "tra-la" may hope to be free,
nevertheless there's the taxis-with its meter
running.

HALL:A poem is not an essay, and the music and the
body of it are there as counter-sense; they are
countering sense.

MULDOON:Yeats wrote, "You can refute Hegel but
you cannot refute 'A Song of Sixpence."

SI:-.lIC:I was particularly spooked by those "tip-up
seats" in the third stanza.

HALL:That's one of the clues to the gender of these
extra people.

McHUGH:Ah, the gender doesn't matter. Only the
sex.

HUNTINGTON:The dog's a bitch.
McHUGH:Seeing as we are at the Algonquin, did

you know that Dorothy Parker never house-
trained her dogs?

MULDOON:And why would she? Then she'd have to
bring them inside.

Jf~Q/0TLul/t
~

MUSIC (1954)

I:YFrank O'Hara

If I rest for a moment near The Equestrian

pausing for a liver sausage sandwich in the Mayflower Shoppe,

that angel seems to be leading the horse into Bergdorf's
and I am naked as a table cloth, my nerves humming.

Close to the fear of war and the stars which have disappeared.

I have in my hands only 3S¢, it's so meaningless to eat!

and gusts of water spray over the basins of leaves

like the hammers of a glass pianoforte. IfI seem to you
to have lavender lips under the leaves of the world,

I must tighten my belt.

It's like a locomotive on the march, the season
of distress and clarity

and my door is open to the evenings of midwinter's

lightly falling snow over the newspapers.

Clasp me in your handkerchief like a tear, trumpet

of early afternoon! in the foggy autumn.

As they're putting up the Christmas trees on Park Avenue

I shall see my daydreams walking by with dogs in blankets,

put to some use before all those coloured lights come on!
But no more fountains and no more rain,

and the stores stay open terribly late.

HUNTINGTON:I love Frank O'Hara. He's so funny,
and not in a throwaway sense but by tripping
you up every time you think you know where
you're going. The disordered syntax, the images
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that seem to promise a depth and yet stop you
before you can go further with them. The false
connectives. The most mysterious line to me is
"If I seem to you/to have lavender lips under
the leaves of the world,/I must tighten my
belt." That makes complete grammatical sense,
but what the hell does it mean? It has a lot of
possible meanings within the context of the
poem, but when you take it out of context it
has strands going in different directions. This
could be a reworking of a Wordsworth poem,
with a lot of subversive intent. Everything is
conditional. It all follows from "If I rest for a
moment ... that angel seems to be leading the
horse into Bergdorfs"-if you can accept that,
you can accept the rest of the poem. There's an
opportunity for fantasy and imagination to en-
ter this very ordinary lunchtime scene and
change everything. I also love the way there's
such a personal voice in here but no person.
It's a deliberate pose, and we know we're invit-
ed to play along with it. I think O'Hara loves
New York the way people who aren't from
New York love New York. It never StOpSbeing
exotic to him.

HALL:His nerves are always humming. He surpris-
es me every time he makes a turn: "and I am
naked as a table cloth."

lcHUGH: The trail from the stony eques-
trian to the liver sausage to the angel and
nakedness and those disappeared celestial
bodies seems to me a trail from material-
ism to spirit. There's an urge toward ex-
haustions of the flesh. If his lips seem
lavender, then they aren't purple enough;
he cinches his bel t a little tigher. He's
aiming for some end, and that's dysfunc-
tional in a society of means-a consumer
society.
HUNTINGTO'.J:This poem's definitely about
consuming: shopping, Bergdorf's, sand-
wiches, women with dogs in blankets.
SIMIC:Whitman has poems like this, and
so do early twentieth-century French po-
ets, in which the speaker moves through
the city like a camera. O'Hara mentions
places like Bergdorf's and the Mayflower
Shoppe the way Apollinaire would name
neighborhoods and streets in Paris to give
the poem the feel of verisimilitude. Differ-
ent realities collide in a city. "I could live
so many lives here," one says to oneself.
O'Hara's poem is a little ode to the trans-
formative powers of the imagination.
HlNTINGTO : In O'Hara there's always that
undercurrent of melancholy, and in the po-

ems it comes and it goes. It's not dismissed, it's
not solved, and it's not denied, but it doesn't
take control. It never takes a dramatic leap into
the abyss. It's skating between emotional levels.



MULDOON:That's partly because the beginning,
the middle, and the end are not necessarily in
that order in the conventional sense, because
the first three, four lines would conventionally
be the end of the poem, where there is some
kind of resolution and a rocket goes up and
"The End" comes up on the screen. And some-
how the lack of resolution at the end is, I sup-
pose, what's really of interest to him. "If I rest
for a moment": if we did think of that as the
end of the poem, the poem is about a momen-
tary stay against confusion, except it's much
more interested in the confusion than in the
stay. "If I rest for a moment" is basically what
any poem is about from line to line-it rests at
the end of the line, and it might rest even in a
world where no rest is possible, perhaps, where
maybe lunch isn't even going to happen.

HUNTI\lGTON:I think resting is slightly dangerous
in this poem. "If I rest," all of these things are
going to happen, but if you keep going, then
you can stay on the surface of things and you're
okay.

SIMIC:Just as you think he's going to take off and
make great claims about What I've Seen and
What I Understood, he undercuts himself and
ends quietly.

HALL:I feel that if I rest I'll sink under the lack of
sensation. It's as if there's an absolute necessity
to keep moving in order not to sink. He has to
keep the ball in the air all the time, and I find it
always attractive, that restlessness, nerves hum-
ming, that spinning it out of the gun.

McHUGH:And also what makes for that underly-
ing basso continuo that you love, it seems to
me, has to do in this poem-and again I really
think it's a poem about the consumer and the
consumed-with indentation. I do think that
the indented lines, the lines with teeth, are the
low-lying lines. Semantically, those indented
lines are all lines of fatality. And that helps give
this poem the register that saves it from mere
restlessness, high j inks.

SIMIC:"No more fountains and no more rain,/and
the stores stay open terribly late." To use an old
jazz term, he's "cooking" now. He can say any-
thing that pops into his head and it'll sound
great.

MULDOON:Is it a particularly American phenome-
non, this Mayflower Shoppe?

SIMIC:The Mayflower Shoppe was on Park near
Fifty-ninth Street. I used to go there. It was just
a cheap place to eat. I knew Frank O'Hara in
those days. If you had thirty-five cents for lunch
your options were limited and you sat over at
the fountain-near the Plaza Hotel. And the
lavender business, I think, has to do with the
trees, the way the sunlight would come down
and the way people would look around. I mean
this is, to me as a New Yorker, an ex-New
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Yorker, what is impressive here. There's a real
city scene here, a hard-core realism.

HCl\TII'GTO : The Mayflower Shoppe does not
take you to the Mavtlower.

HALL:The poem becomes less particular as it goes
toward the end, and it seems to me that ten years
later or five years later, however long Frank had
lived. he would not have gone into "early after-
noon! in the foggy autumn ... no more fountains
and no more rain." There is the kind of yearning
and melancholy at the end, as opposed to the
Maytlower Shoppe and Bergdorfs, that changes
the direction of the poem.

SIMIC: There's a wealth of possible meanings.
When he mentions the Mayflower Shoppe and
Christmas, he knows these words will give rise
to certain associations in the reader, but he
leaves it at that. This is not a poem with an
elaborate subtext of ideas.

HUNTINGTON:The idea that the stores stay open
late should be a very nice thing, but it's not.

HALL:It's one of the great surprises in the poem,
that "terribly." Such a dumb word, but it comes
alive here, and actually a kind of terror comes
through.

SIMIC: Well, it's urban solitude. A lime speaker
who is going to be alone as the stores stay open
terribly late.

HU TI GTO : The other use of the word "open"
in this poem is "my door is open to the
evenings of midwinter's/lightly falling snow,"
and again there's the sense not that things are
open and welcoming but that they haven't
closed down as they should. There's a feeling of
danger.

HALL:I don't understand the connection between
"locomotive" and "march." I mean "march" is
walking, for God's sake.

McHUGH:That's a misfortune-everybody is al-
lowed one.

'-tALL:I say there's no wonderful poem without at
least one crummy word in it.

McHUGH: Then he had to redeem "march" by
putting in "season."

HU\lTlNGTON: When I find these things in
O'Hara, I think I'm way too susceptible to
them, because I think, "Oh well, he knew that
was a terrible line, and it's hilarious." That's not
necessarily a good way to read people.

McHUGH:Well, he redeems it in other ways. That
is, if you look, as I can't help doing always, at
the first and last lines, it's also a poem about
time, which is another way of saying consuma-
bilitv. The relation between "for a moment"
and "terribly late" is potent. You would think
that the urban was the place of the very fast,
but in fact in this poem what O'Hara articulates
is the possibility of the urban as a kind of perpe-
tuity, with resting for a moment as the poetic
occasion, which is a t1eeting occasion.
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HALL:I love that line of abstraction-"distress
and clarity." If things are clear they are rnelan-
choly-"distress and clarity." The essence of
lyric poetry is oxymoron.

MULDOON:I'm just thinking about the "lavender
lips under the leaves of the world," "tighten my
belt."

HUNTINGTON:I'm thinking of O'Hara's comment
on form in poetry: you want your pants to be
tight enough so everyone will want to go to
bed with you.

MULDoo'l: The "tighten my belt" thing has to do
with, "If I'm hungry, if I tighten my belt, I
won't feel it." But I agree that there is a sexual
aspect running throughout the poem: "the
lavender lips," wherever they might be; "under
the leaves of the world,/! must tighten my
belt"; the locomotive-it sounds like a bad
film. And 1 think that's why he recovers him-
self insofar as he can on "march."

HALL: Frank O'Hara could not use the word
"lavender" without thinking of being gay.

MULDOON:That's the undertow of this, isn't it!
SIMIC:All lyric poems are narcissistic. They are

the earliest form of personal ad. They've been
saying for more than a thousand years, "I'm a
sensitive, vulnerable, misunderstood, barely
solvent, lovable little fellow who would like to
meet a person of exquisite taste who is not
averse to an occasional roIl in the hay."

HUNTINGTON:I think it's defended at the same
time. He shows some vulnerability like a tease.
Perhaps this will get the crowd-I'll show my
vulnerable side. But at the same time he's be-
ing overt and open and dramatic, he's also
mocking that whole movement that seems to
lead, at that point in the poem, to the great
Romantic statement. And in the syntax of a
great Romantic statement, he speaks nonsense:
"Clasp me in your handkerchief like a tear,
trumpet/of early afternoon!"

SIMIC:Roman poets sometimes do this kind of
stuff: you evoke all the cliches of the tradition,
all the self-pity, but you're playing off all these
things and having a great old time doing it.
These are usually poems written by incredibly
sophisticated, clever individuals who know the
traditions, and every time they look at some-
thing, they think of something else, like the
trumpet business. Allusions, allusions, allusions.

McHUGH:The voice of continence!
SIMIC:It's that wonderful play between the poet

and the tradition. What is amazing is that the
end product sounds genuine. He's making it all
up, and yet I find myself deeply moved. Great
french fries.

McHUGH:Be it noted that all the poets picked red
meat.

HALL:Does anyone know a good poet who's a
vegetarian!
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TRAVELING THROUGH THE DARK (1962)

IJ \1Jilliam Stafford

Traveling through the dark I found a deer
dead on the edge of the Wilson River road.
It is usually best to roll them into the canyon:
that road is narrow; to swerve might make more dead.

Byglow of the tail-light I stumbled back of the car
and stood by the heap, a doe, a recent killing;
she had stiffened already, almost cold.
I dragged her off; she was large in the belly.

My fingers touching her side brought me the reason-
her side waswarm; her fawn lay there waiting,
alive, still, never to be born.
Beside that mountain road I hesitated.

The car aimed ahead its lowered parking lights;
under the hood purred the steady engine.
I stood in the glare of the warm exhaust turning red;
around our group I could hear the wilderness listen.

I thought hard for us all-my only swerving-,
then pushed her over the edge into the river.

SIMIC:This is a poem I've known for about thirty
years, and as I was re-reading it I was struck by
the speed and rnatter-of-factness of the narra-
tive. Plain language, no striving to be poetic, a
commonplace American experience retold.
"Traveling through the dark" has a kind of lit-
erary echo-Dantesque, dark night of the
soul-but the specificity of what he finds
makes you forget the opening phrase. Then it's
plain details, but Dante's still there: the narra-
tor finds himself in a kind of hell: he has to
make a very difficult decision. Where his art
comes in-and I've never thought of Stafford
as a very artful poet-is how quickly I'm impli-
cated in this hell, this difficult moral decision.
When he's standing over her after he says, after
this police report, "she had stiffened already,
almost cold./! dragged her off; she was large in
the belly./My fingers touching her side brought
me the reason," and then I, too, as a reader, am
stuck. This is a poem of huge solitude, because
every time we make moral decisions we're
alone, if we're reaIly honest. And the car turns
into a partner there: "lowered parking lights,"
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as if embarrassed. Stafford doesn't say what his
emotions are, but his car is becoming emotion-
al, and then we get this very strange line:
"around our group I could hear the wilderness
listen." Group? What group? The car? The fog?
The dead deer? This is a kind of cop-out-it's
not just me, we're all in this together. We al-
ways assume that we must save all the inno-
cent, but in truth choices must be made.
Stafford was a conscientious objector, so the is-
sue of sacrificing the innocent in order to save
others would have been very big for him. And
if you know anything about country roads,
there are curves, and there could be teenagers
coming back from ...

MUDOON:Prom?
SIMIC: Yes-driving fast, coming around the

curve. Or maybe Heather is driving.
McHUGH:I'm the world's best driver.
HUNTI\GTON:What's his difficult moral choice?
SIMIC:The other innocent-the prom kids, say-

are ideas, but this is the immediate life. I have
to kill the one who is here before me, to save
the abstract others.

HALL:Is he thinking of performing a cesarean?
HU\TINGTON:I think Dan's point is that he really

sets up a false idea that there is a choice to be
made. Is he going to take this little fawn fetus
home in his car'

\AcHGGH:And there's an anterior problem. As
soon as you say "to swerve might make more
dead"-which is actually one of the moments I
love most, because there are four stresses in a
row-then to stop might make more dead also.
And he stops. He could have killed somebody
then.

HUNTINGTON:He's got his lights on.
HALL:I do think that the moral dilemma is, in a

sense, trivial. But I agree that it's a hard thing to
do, as to kill your own cat is a hard thing to do.

HUNTIt\GTON:You've killed a cat?
HALL:I haven't done it, actually.
SIMIC:We happen to have a cat here tonight.
McHUGH:And we've just eaten it.
MULDOON:The fact that the "swerve" is repeated

there in the "swerving" might easily be prob-
lematic, because the "swerving," by the end of
the poem, more significantly has to do with
the moral dilemma. The moment I make that
argument I see the contrary argument, which
is that there is a terrifically throwaway aspect
to the poem. When one reads "dead on the
edge," one has a little swerving, because it's
not absolutely certain whether it means that
the narrator is on the edge or that the deer is
on the edge.

HALL:It's that wonderful repetition of the vowel
sounds there: "dead," "edge."

SIMIC:What we need to understand is that you
don't have much time to make this decision,

because, as Heather pointed out, if you stop the
car, someone can come around the curve and
kill you, too.

MULDOON:You either push it over the side or
what? You shoot it?

HALL:Perform the cesarean?
HUNTINGTON:It's not really a choice. I distrust

this poem on a certain level. I have a distrust
for "I could hear the wilderness listen," for the
certainty of the speaker that Nature, History,
Culture, Morality are all overseeing his choice.

SIMIC:I think it's ironic. I don't think he really
means it.

HU TI"lGTON:"I could hear the wilderness listen."
You think that's ironic?

SIMIC:I think it's a description of the great silence
that surrounds you in that moment.

HUNTINGTOl\:But that's not what he said.
MULDOON:There's an awkwardness throughout

that stanza. "Under the hood purred the steady
engine" is not exactly a line that's changing
the state of poetry. In another context one
would say it's absolutely cliched. "I stood in
the glare of the warm exhaust turning red."
Hold on, is the exhaust turning red or am I
turning red? But what I would say in favor of
this knowing awkwardness is that it's con-
stantly forcing one to ask, "What is my read-
ing here of this ituation, of this poem, from
word to word?" And maybe we've done it a lit-
tle bit of an injustice by suggesting that there's
a choice involved. He doesn't really present it
as a choice.

HALL:I think "aimed" is a wonderful word, be-
cause it's threatening. What do you aim? You
aim a gun, an arrow. A commonplace, yes, but
it's the perfect word. It's subtle, the way
Stafford is. I talked a moment ago about killing
a cat. There's one cat in this poem I'd damn
well like to kill. "Purred." Disgusting word.
Every good poem has one disgusting word in it.
It's a damned dead metaphor.

MULDOO"l:Except, of course, that there is an argu-
ment to be made for Stafford's witting use of the
metaphor, being conscious of it as a cliche. I said
it myself that in another context it'd be dreadful.
But it's possible that this cliched way of discussing
things was simply an attempt to record the event
as it happened, which is basically, I think, what
he's trying to do. It's a hand-held poem.

HUNT"GTOt\:Perhaps it's not a poem about making
a moral choice but a poem about having to endure
the moment.

McHUGH:That word "still" keeps being drawn both
to "still alive" and to "stillborn," which are oppo-
sites. There is a sense in which this poem stays in
that static moment-the undecidability of things.
There is the unmoving thing dead on the edge, and
then there is the edge of the river, which is eter-
nally moving and also dividing. Then there's the
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thing that splits one thing from another, the thing
that makes the canyon that it's "best to roll them
into."

MULDOON:The poem has gone over the edge, and
he's conscious of its having gone over the edge.

McHUGH:It's a self-criticism in a way.
MULDOON:The arguments for keeping both the

"swerving" and the "swerve" is that he has "dead
on the edge" in the second line and he comes
back to it.

HALL:The comma with "still" bothers me, because
if the fetus is still how do you know it's alive?
Alive still? How does he know it's alive? I read
once from the speech of a Language poet who
ridiculed this poem because it was William
Stafford saying, "I'm a nice guy. What a nice guy
lam."

MULDOON:I don't think that's what he's saying.
SIM[C:Oh, no, no, no, no, no.
HUNTINGTON:That's reductive.
SIMIC:The strength of this poem is that we find

ourselves in his shoes. I ask myself, what
would I have done in the circumstances? I
would have done the same thing, and it would
have been very difficult. To me the strength of
the poem is that it draws me in. I don't feel
any separation.

McHUGH: The one word you object to, Don, is
"purred," and from my point of view what that
word calls up is the poetic intention to make
another animal worth as much as the doe.

HALL:There's no cat in the word "purred."
McHUGH:But I don't mean the particular cat any

more than he means the particular "purred." What
I do mean is that there's another animal claim on
the moment.

SIMIC:I think it's an unfortunate choice.
McHUGH:It's a cutesifying choice in a certain way,

but to my mind that's the reason that the inde-
cisiveness is the greater power of the poem.

MULDOON:I think it's infelicitous, but an argument
can be made for its infelicity.

HALL:I know, but I think it's a bad argument.
MULDOOI':To be devil's advocate, what would be

wrong with the poet, the speaker in the poem,
coming out and appearing to be a good guy?

McHUGH:It's rarely loved. I've never liked this po-
em myself, but one of the perks of this evening's
convocation is that I find myself beginning to
understand why the poem might so appeal to
Charlie.

[MIC:Why?
\1cHUGH:There is a moment of necessary decisive-

ness not necessarily rooted in the evidences of
the world. There are all kinds of evidences there,
but decisions must be made. For me, there's this
kind of haplessness about happenstance.

SIMIC:\Vhat is very true to me about this poem is that
it seems like a great moral decision, and that gives
you a kind of heroic sense, of making a decision be-
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tween life and death. But then there's a kind of a
horror when you realize it's not a moral decision,
that you're just doing the inevitable, which is
much worse. If you have a moral decision you can
walk away feeling moral.

HALL:I love the quiet cadence of this poem, way be-
hind its iambic pentameter. I find it assuring.

McHUGH:That's part of Stafford's charm.
HALL:When he's good, which is often. Somebody

once asked, "Mr. Stafford, what happens when
your poem is not up to your standards?" And he
said, "I lower my standards."

-bu.
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THE LAKE ISLE (19[6)

(ry Ezra Pound

o God, 0 Venus, 0 Mercury, patron of thieves,
Give me in due time, I beseech you, a little

tobacco-shop,
With the little bright boxes

piled up neatly upon the shelves
And the loose fragrant cavendish

and the shag,
And the bright Virginia

loose under the bright glass cases,
And a pair of scales not too greasy,
And the whores dropping in for a word or two in

passing.
For a flip word, and to tidy their hair a bit.

o God, 0 Venus, 0 Mercury, patron of thieves,
Lend me a little tobacco-shop,

or install me in any profession
Save this darnn'd profession of writing,

where one needs one's brains all the time.

McHUGH: This is the poem of a pedant who
dreams of hanging out with the pedestrians,
who appear here quite literally as streetwalkers.
The brightness he inveighs against in brains is
present as a glow in the carnal display cases.
The poem he parodies here- Yeats's "The Lake
Isle of Innisfree"-is very young Yeats and de-
serves parody in the sense that a whole genre of
Romantic pastoral in English poetry deserved
parody at just that moment. But although I
chose to bring Pound's poem to dinner, by na-
ture I'm much more given to the poem it makes
fun of. Yeats writes:

I will arise and go now, and go to lnnisfree,
And a small cabin build there, of clay and wattles

made:
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Nine bean-rows will [ have there, a hive for the
honey-bee,

And live alone in the bee-loudglade.

To "live alone in the bee-loud glade" sounds great
to me. Pound writes his poem just after Yeats has
declared Romanticism dead. Pound has even
stayed at Yeats's placefor a while. The parodic im-
pulse is thus rooted partly in affection. But af-
fection is more Yeats's metier than it is Pound's.
I am thinking of the last line of Yeats's poem: "I
hear it in the deep heart's core." You sense that
the "heart" is only an anagrammatical twist away
from the "earth," and you can't help feeling a
landed love-not just a love of nation but some
kind of geophilia. I see Pound's failings written in-
to the triumph of his poem-his raving and
pounding away at usury and fools. The "neatly"
and the "loose" can't help fighting each other
here, and there's a sense in which the neatness of
all of that pounding can't help seeking its release
in the "loose" and the "shag."

HALL:Pounding, eh!
McHUGH:Yes, yes. I have a secret theory that most

poets, at one time or another, write into their
poems their own self-criticism. Ezra Pound's ana-
gram is "A proud zen"-his zen is his great stuff,
but his pride does him in. He pounds his humor
away over time with tendentiousness.

HUNTINGTON:I think what's fond and apprecia-
tive about the parody is that there's a sense of per-
sonal power in Pound here-he's not contend-
ing with Yeats. Pound is great when he's
contentious and constrained, but in this poem
there's an assuredness that makes him more lik-
able.

McHUGH:You're right. There's a way in which he's
Yeats's friend at the moment, and I love that
redemption. He's humbling himself, doffing his
hat: "0 God, 0 Venus, 0 Mercury, patron of
thieves." The whole poem is about restraint: all
I want is "a little tobacco-shop." Even at the
end: "Save this damn'd profession of writ-
ing,/where one needs one's brains all the time."
Brains were the thing Pound thought made
poetry. Yeats knows, and says all the time, that
the heart is the thing that makes poetry. For me
it's a very interesting convocation, that of these
two souls.

HALL:I don't think it's parody, though. Maybe I'm
just quibbling, but I think it's friendly comic al-
lusion to the Yeats poem. I once asked a young
poet, "What do you write?" And she said, "I
write God-gimmes. God gimme a house by the
side of the road, and so on." This is a God-gimrne.
It's not parody. Parody is an antithesis within
style, using the same style and making it ridicu-
lous, and this does not do that at all. There are
a zillion Pounds, and this is one of them. It's the
ironic, prosey Pound, where one needs one's

brains all rhe time. Think of all the Pounds there
are: the Provencal Pound, the Cathay Pound-
which leads to this sarcastic, prosey Pound-
and then the Mauberley Pound, which is quite
contentious. No one has bequeathed so many
styles to twentieth-century poetry as Ezra Pound
did. It's extraordinary.

McHUGH:Well, you love the lovely Pounds, and I
love the ugly Pounds.

HALL:No, I love this because-well, it is rather
beautiful in its little descriptions.

SIMIC:It's a very literary poem. It echoes so many
smart-ass Roman poets who found poetry in be-
ing anti-poetic. The poet pretends that he'd rather
be a mule driver or a toll collector than waste his
days writing love poems to some snotty heart-
less floozy. I've had that thought myself-a nice
little pastry shop next to a Catholic girls' school
wouldn't be so bad.

McHUGH:"lnnisfree" is that same small wish. In
that sense, too, the Pound is not so much a par-
ody.

MULDCXJ: It's a reversal. It's a reversal of thought.
HALL:SO it's an homage. He works with point of

view: "For a flip word, and to tidy their hair a bit."
\X!ho's saying "a bit"? It's the whores who are
saying it.

McHLGH:That's right. The power of this poem is that
it invests itself in investment, in the teaspoonfuls
or the inches-the bits. The formal strategy of the
poem is to get more and more mincing about its
loves and then burst out in "this damn'd profes-
sion of writing,/where one needs one's brains all
the time," that grandeur of the thing it claims not
to want.

HALL:It's a small poem by Pound, but the pacing of
it is just so precise and accurate. It's a poem I
keep coming back to.

MULDOON:This must be one of the earliest uses of
"flip" in that sense: "flippant."

H/\l_L:Did anybody bring an OED?
MULDOON:"Flip" is what this poem's about.
McHUGH:And it's wonderful that it works the way

the "bright" does-it looks toward the brains at
the end and refuses them. From the first line you
can see this trajectory: "0 God" to "patron of
thieves," that diminuendo. It's a rejoicing in the
diminuendo, but it knows that at the end it's go-
ing to burst out in the thing it really wished for.

SIMIC:The poem also relates to Frank O'Hara. For-
get about nature, he seems to be saying. Urban life
is so much more interesting.

HALL:He has perfect pitch for diction: "in due time,
[ beseech you, ... "

McHUGH:Yes, and it comes to "all the time" at the
end. It starts with "in due time" and it comes to
"all the time."

H/\l.L:"Give me," "Lend me," "install me."
McHUGH:Yes-he starts with "give me," and then

he goes to "Lend me," and then he says, "At least
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install me in a profession, at least make me work."
American poems go in the opposite direction
generally. They start from thieves and brains and
aim for God and Venus, the Romantic grandeurs.

HALL:I do love the clever, young, funny fellow who
wrote this poem. There are so many Pounds to
love and so many Pounds to hate.

McHUGH:A ton of Pounds.
SIMIC:I love the poem except for those last two

lines. "Save this damn'd profession of writ-
ing.jwhere one needs one's brains all the time."
I don't believe it for a minute. Ordinarily, Pound
is a genius at recycling literary cliches, but not in
these final lines.

McHUGH:But he discovers himself in those last two
lines. High reference and low irreverence are the
great conjunction in Pound.

HALL:What saves the last two lines for me is the
contradiction to the earlier style. There's a fake el-
evation all the way through-the wonderful de-
scription of things, the poetical thing, and then the
sarcastic drop in tone. It's a young man's poem.

McHUGH:As is Yeats's. I mean, "Nine bean-rows will
I have there, a hive for the honey-bee/And live
alone in the bee-loud glade"-that's beautiful writ-
ing, but the poem's pastoralism smacks of the er-
rors of the contemplative ideal, as surely as Pound's
refutation of the pastoral smacks of the errors of
commerce.
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\1ULDOON:Here's a question that's come up through-

out the course of the evening: How conscious is
the writer?

\1cHUGH:In poets, there is no such thing as poetic
intention. Only in scholars.

HALL:It's dangerous. When we talk about Hardy's
bracketing of vowels and so on, we are not say-
ing that he went to the blackboard and decided
he would write his poem by formula. People can
think we are talking about the poet as a cross-
word-puzzle maker, and that's why I tend to
deny it.

McHUGH:I love the argument, Don, which I very
much take to heart and have always repeated,
that the poet feels his way toward the finished-ness
of the poem.

MULDOON:But surely the poet must know.
McHUGH:There is a kind of protoknowing.
HUNTINGTON:You say: "This is a really good line,

even if I don't know what it means." And then
when you finally figure it out, everybody else knew
all along.

McHUGH:And it's always nice if someone says you
knew.

HALL:I want to rewrite a little bit of almost every po-
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em I read. There are many times that I think I
have such high notions of what poetry should be
that no poem is ever good enough. Henry Moore
said that every time he began a sculpture he want-
ed to be better than Donatello or Michelangelo,
and every time he finished he knew he hadn't
been. But he had the temperament to say, "Well,
maybe the next one."

McHUGH:Oscar Wilde said of tobacco that it's ex-
quisite and it never leaves one satisfied-what
more could one want? For me no destination is ad-
equate. What I'm interested in about faith is the
requirement that there be no comprehensible end.

HUNTINGTO\J:It's not that I fiddled until I came
across the Final Truth but that I fiddled until I got
something I didn't know I was going to get-
something surprising and satisfactory.

McHUGH:And beyond one's self, beyond one's ken.
HUNTINGTON:And you leave it alone when you un-

derstand that it might not be perfect but there is
some serendipity and some grace. Something un-
expected has entered in, and you don't know
quite what it is, but you know well enough to
leave it alone.

MUDOON: Because you've recognized something.
HALL:There alwayscomes a time when [can't see any

more to do, and believe me, I do not mean that
what I leave alone is necessarily a good poem. I
hope to hell it is, but what might ultimately be good
about a poem is something that I was not con-
sciously aware of. Still, I did it. Something in me
did it. One writes in a largely intuitive and sensual
manner and then leaves it alone until perhaps
one's friend points out a bloody stupid line.

MULDOON:That's either the very simple or the very
complex element-that one's own capacity for
self-delusion is major. Everything looks great,
somehow, at the time.

HALL:In the act of plunging one's self into writing
at the desk, one leaves one's identity behind. And
in that sense it's without ego. But of course the at-
tempt to make great art is not an act of humility.

MULDOON:No, but to try to make it involves hu-
mility, selflessness before the idea of it being made.

HALL:I'm not sure.
McHCGH:Well, the it is not just an id.
HUNTINGTO\J:Moses has the ego to go up the moun-

tain and talk to God, but when he goes up there
he gets his socks knocked off.

McHUGH:Only God has the ego to mark those words
in stone.

HALL:I intend a poem, a line, only insofar as I do not
cross it out.

MULDOON:I'm not interested in what the poet in-
tends, I'm only interested in what the poem in-
tends.

SIMIC:I agree. God, in his infinite mercy, made po-
ems far smarter than poets.

McHUGH:We tend the poem. The intending is some-
thing else. _


